Great Fall Sale!

Prominent Importer Sacrifices His Stock! Here Are Close-out Prices!

Our Greatest ORIENTAL RUG SALE in Years!

You Can't Afford to Miss This Sale Because:
1. The Importer is Fielded for Quality!
2. Prices are Almost Unbelievably Low!
3. A size and type for every room!
4. Mandel's Rug Sales are Amazing!

EXTRA LARGE Sizes Usually Fabulously Priced
Rugs That Bring a Thrill to Lovers of Art! At ¾ Off

Discounts of 10% to 50% on Dinnerware and Stemware
A. Improved China Dinner Set with seven pieces, Regally decorated and gold trimmed, 100 pieces, service for 12. $29.95
B. Same set, 56 pieces, service for 8, $15.95 net
C. Mandel's Famous "Breakfast Nook" Set of glazed porcelain lines. 20 pieces, service for 8. $15.95
D. Fine lead-blown crystal Stemware with beautiful etched designs. 6 tumblers, $2.95

Rugs That Bring a Thrill to Lovers of Art! At ¾ Off

Kashmir - Semi-Antique.. . 21x14.8 2700
Keshari - ..••••••••••••••••••••••• 19.3x17.5 2750
Keshari - ..••••••••••••••••••••••• 20.2x15.0 2400

Bijou - Semi-Antique.. . 22x15.0 2750
Keshari - ..••••••••••••••••••••••• 25.6x12.7 2750
Bijou - Semi-Antique.. . 25x13.0 2600

Sizes are approximate.

10x14 KIRMANs, KASHANS, SAROUKS

$395

Rich, beautiful Oriental collectibles. Those gorgeous rugs that grace the floors of America's finest homes. Here approximations, for they are real gems. Great Fall Sale!

Mandel's Famous "Breakfast Nook" Set of glazed porcelain lines. 20 pieces, service for 8. $15.95

Be Sure to Visit

Chicago's First

LAMP CLINIC
Staged by Mandel Brothers

Do you know how to position and how far your lamp should be for reading? This and every other question will be dramatically answered for you in Mandel's Lamp Dept., with the Rightlight Demonstrator, a machine which lets you prescribe for yourself the kind of light your own eyes need. Dr. Colwell of the General Electric Co. will be on charge of the clinic.

TALKING PICTURES, 2 P.M.

Don't miss the film showing the fascinating research in home lighting that the G. E. Laboratories have conducted.

SEE THE NEW LAMPS!

At this time we are featuring a variety of lamps approved by the Illuminating Engineer Society of America. These are specially designed to combine beauty with scientific lighting.

Mandel's Cornerstone Plan

A Scoop! Seldom Such

Enameled Kitchenware

For $1

The enamel is baked on - glitter in ivory with green trim or green with ivory trim. Great for the dinner set or oven set, or pies. Pantry set, $1.95. Bread & Pie Pantry set, $2.95. Roll-top Bread Box, $3.95. Bread & Pie Pantry set, $2.95. Mantle or table lamp. $4.95. Mantle lamp. $11.95.

Great SUBWAY DOLLAR DAY . . . Save on Winter Needs!